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Penetration Testing with BackBoxPackt Publishing, 2014

	This tutorial will immerse you in the fascinating environment of penetration testing. Thoroughly practical and written for ease of understanding, it will give you the insights and knowledge you need to start using BackBox.


	Overview

	
		Experience the real world of penetration testing with Backbox Linux using...
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The DAM Book: Digital Asset Management for PhotographersO'Reilly, 2009

	
		One of the main concerns for digital photographers today is asset management: how to file, find, protect, and re-use their photos. The best solutions can be found in The DAM Book, our bestselling guide to managing digital images efficiently and effectively.

		

		Anyone who shoots, scans, or stores digital...
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Transboundary Water Issues in Israel, Palestine, and the Jordan River Basin: An Overview (SpringerBriefs on Case Studies of Sustainable Development)Springer, 2019

	This book highlights the search for permanent freshwater agreements between Israel, Palestine, and the western portions of Jordan, and underscores the benefits of shared water management among the three countries.  Throughout the book, efforts are made to share transboundary water in ways that are simultaneously physically feasible,...
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Microsoft Exchange Server 2007: The Complete Reference (Complete Reference Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
Exchange Server 2007 is a large and complex piece of software—actually many pieces—with many features and capabilities. More than four years in the making, Exchange 2007 (and more recently Exchange 2007 Service Pack 1) represents an entirely new breed of Exchange Server. Exchange 2007 is not simply e-mail. It’s many forms of...
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Communicating Knowledge: Publishing in the 21st Century (Topics in Library and Information Studies)K. G. Saur, 2002
At the beginning of the twenty-first century, systems of communication are undergoing profound change. Some analysts see this change as revolutionary, comparable with the invention of printing in the west in the fifteenth century, or even of written language itself in the ancient world. Others see it as merely evolutionary, a further application of...
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Structured Peer-to-Peer Systems: Fundamentals of Hierarchical Organization, Routing, Scaling, and SecuritySpringer, 2012

	The field of structured P2P systems has seen fast growth upon the introduction of Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) in the early 2000s. The first proposals, including Chord, Pastry, Tapestry, were gradually improved to cope with scalability, locality and security issues. By utilizing the processing and bandwidth resources  of end users, the...
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International Symposium on History of Machines and Mechanisms (Hmm Symposium)Springer, 2004


	The HMM2004 International Symposium on History of Machines and Mechanisms is

	the second event of a series that has been started in 2000 as main activity of the

	IFToMM Permanent Commission for History of MMS, Mechanism and Machine

	Science. The aim of the HMM Symposium is to be a forum to exchange views,

	opinions, and experiences...
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Dr. Atkins' New Diet RevolutionHarper Perennial, 2001

	Weight loss, weight maintenance, good health and disease prevention through the Atkins nutritional approach.


	Dr. Atkins' original Diet Revolution helped millions lose weight and maintain their weight loss for life. His sensational follow-up, Dr Atkins' New Diet Revolution, concentrated on total wellness in addition to...
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Combinatorial Algorithms: 22th International Workshop, IWOCA 2011Springer, 2012

	This volume contains the papers presented at IWOCA 11: the 22nd International


	Workshop on Combinatorial Algorithms


	 


	The 22nd IWOCA was held July 20–22, 2011 on the green and spacious campus of the University of Victoria (UVic), itself located on green and spacious Vancouver...
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Alternative Energy DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2006
This book is for people who want to learn about diverse energy sources and technologies without taking a formal course. It can serve as a classroom supplement, tutorial aid, self-teaching guide, or home-schooling text.

As you take this course, you’ll encounter multiple-choice quizzes and a fi nal exam to help you measure your...
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Nolo's Guide to Social Security Disability: Getting & Keeping Your BenefitsNolo, 2003
Nolo's Guide to Social Security Disability is an essential book for anyone dealing with a long-term or permanent disability. Written both for first-time applicants and those who already receive Social Security Disability, Dr. David Morton's book demystifies the program in plain English, thoroughly explaining:

*what Social Security...
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Apoptosis, Senescence and Cancer (Cancer Drug Discovery and Development)Humana Press, 2007

	The goals of chemotherapy (and radiotherapy) are to eliminate tumor cell targets by

	promoting cell death. In recent years, a major focus has been placed on programmed

	cell death or apoptosis as the primary mechanism of cell killing. However, tumor

	cells may respond to various forms of treatment in diverse ways, only some of which...
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